
TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN  

 

Dear Sir/Madam, 

You are hereby being notified in legal terms about a hoax and a gimmick 
going on in our state in the name of advanced science 
/technology/experimentation. 

Through this technology you can get any unauthorized access to my 
life, (inc. my brain, body , mind and surrounding atmosphere) and can 
affect me severely with it . But please know for sure that you are no 
bona-fide entry in here in my life and can have no valid claim 
thereof…Your entry is considered illegal & criminal that results in 
high emotional distress  and injury (IIED and mental cruelty 
included)) with good amount of physical damage. 

This advanced technology requires the use of unknown 
devices/machines/machineries /computers that are highly illegal & 
criminal .. No such devices are available in India commercially or in 
Govt. factories even .. No such device patent , policy of 
implementation , objective of research or experimentation  , defense 
deal , or import-export policy documents exists for this kind of things 
..  

I  have done RTI enquiry long back to get confirmed about any such 
existence of technology or research permission, and got no positive 
response from any dept.    

This is actually called “Mass Mind Control Technology” , that is 
basically a remote & covert Brain Manipulation cum Slow-Kill 
assassination technology , the effects of which are well-known for the 
last 50 years to the world… 

The machineries & devices used in here are  comparable with advanced 
weaponries and weapon based systems (like Neuroweapons, Bio-
electromagnetic Weapons , Radiation Weapons (EMR), Electro-Magnetic 
Weapons (EMW) , psychotronic, microwave, acoustic, infrasound and 



ELF weapons etc.) ..This is brutally taking my life away for years in a 
country that had no such scope and no such provision of using any 
such thing .. USA also can’t do any such thing in here in this country 
due to jurisdiction & constitutional violation ground and on criminal 
espionage ground …To allow it to happen it in here or to make it 
happen in here would be equivalent to a high Conspiracy , Scam and 
Treason Offense..  

So, if you or your office , are in possession of any such thing , or have 
conspired to use or have used it on me at any point of time , that 
negatively affected my life in any way , then please be informed that 
you are doing an illegal & criminal activity on me , that’s severely 
punishable in all civil, legal & constitutional terms ..  

Your ways & means , activity & duration , entitlement & the impact 
thereof in his life determines your punishment terms .. 

Please note, that this is an illegal & criminal invasion and abuse of his 
life and rights and it’s not only unlawful, unjust and unconstitutional,  
it’s very cruel , inhuman and degrading and dehumanizing an 
experience that got reported duly in due time and in due terms to the 
authorities and public for the last so many years  .. 

My Torture Case Testimonial is given for the public and the authorities 
in here for long @ http://www.dchakrab.com/418103570 , for them to 
know how it affects & brutalizes me & my life and ruins me from all 
directions .. 

 

       Deb Chakraborty 
      13/6, Dr. Nilmani Sarkar Street  
       Baranagar, 

Kolkata - 700090  
9432568247(M) 

      http://maildevto.wix.com/dchakrab 
      http://pathikdeb.blogspot.com 
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N B:  You can be charged under Section 144, 120B, 107, 307, 334-338, 323-325, 109, 
34, 147-149 , 427, 500, 503, 506, 511 & 304, ITPA & 373 etc. ever-since I started 
complaining against them and for constitutional violation of Article 21,14,17, and 
19 at least, for this kind of activities on/against my life..Uniform & chair holders 
can also be charged with IPC 119, 120, 166, 166A, 166B, 167,criminal misuse and 
abuse of power, position and office, Gross human rights abuse, Criminal 
misconduct, Organized Crime & Conspiracy and abetment of such  . 
 

As for US laws, USC section 241, 242, 2261A, 2332h, 2340A, 2511,2512, 2441,are 
violated along with US Constitutional amendment  No.1, 4 , 6 ; and is against the 
US Bill of rights. It also goes against HR 2977 (Space Preservation Act), Privacy 
Act 5, Michigan House bill 256 & 257 etc.  

Here international actions like UNIDIR directives, Geneva , European Parliament 
Conventions can also be mentioned applicable , where such kind of activities are 
condemned in punishable terms … 


